
Year 12 Art & Photography Summer work:  Exploration and Discovery 

Practical Task:  Consider the statements above and start to record different potential approaches to 

the theme of ‘Exploration and Discovery’ by shooting a series of photographs of an interesting place or 

environment.  **If you are starting this task during the Coronovirus Lockdown, then you will have to 

be creative within the confines of your home and garden. ** 

Use each of the Key words or terms below to structure your photographs. Make your photos more in-

teresting by focusing on a different aspect each day. The challenge lasts for 30 days and you should aim 

to take 5 pictures per day.  If you find an aspect or angle that particularly interests you, take more of 

these as this will help you focus your ideas in response to your theme. 

Make sure your photographs are considered, well composed and are in focus (unless they are deliver-

ately blurry for artistic effect).  Bring the digital images on a USB or on an SD card to your first lesson in 

September. 

 

1. Macro/close up 

2. Far away/from a distance 

3. Look up 

4. Look down 

5. Surfaces 

6. Texture 

7. Obscured 

8. Through 

9. From above 

10. From below 

11. Black and white 

12. From the hip 

13. Rule of Thirds 

14. Decay 

15. Structure 

16. Reflection/mirror 

17. Low light/at night 

18. At ground level 

19. Shadows 

20. Urban 

21. Natural 

22. Long exposure 

23. Destroy/destroyed 

24. Behind 

25. Water 

26. Unknowns 

27. Panoramic 

28. Angles 

29. Chaos 

30. Colour 

 

Holidays, social events, visiting distant relatives, sports fixtures, gallery and museum trips bombard our senses 

with fresh visual information. A simple motorway journey can whisk you through major contrasts in architecture 

and landscape, especially in Great Britain where changes occur over relatively short distances.  

Exploration into the microscopic world beneath our feet can transport us to an alien environment of fantastic or-

ganisms with endless shapes and forms. Deserted buildings, castles and industrial sites can trigger powerful emo-

tions. The scars and traces on the fabric of the structures provide testimony to the bustle and energy of the former 

inhabitants and tangible evidence of their existence. As you run your fingers over the ancient graffiti, worn banis-

ters, fragments of posters and abandoned tools your imagination can create vivid pictures of the lives of past oc-

cupants.  

Time spent chatting to elderly relatives can mentally transfer you to distant and lost worlds and give great insight 

into their treasured possessions. The significance of these artefacts prior to the discussion may have been a com-

plete mystery. The tarnished medals and trophies, chrome teasmades, vinyl albums and valve radios provide a 

physical record of that person’s unique history.  


